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Cartor and ‘Stamp Active’ Unite at Spring Stampex 2018
With Royal Mail not bringing its P&G kit, this was a great chance to support the hobby and buy something unusual

Cartor was not present at the show, but it did lend its CSP1 floor-standing vending machine to the Stamp
Active organisation, who encourage children to get involved with the great hobby of stamp collecting.
Cartor had supplied free of charge special digital dummy rolls,
strips from which were sold at £10 to promote stamp collecting
among the young and hundreds of pounds was taken on day one.
Initial test runs of these dummy stamps made at the show revealed
teething troubles with the appearance of the data-string, which had
the bottom edge of the string missing. This was rectified by IAR
staff in attendance, who amended the software so that the datastring was printed one line higher… and complete.
Collectors could obtain a strip of personalised labels for free simply
by bringing a child to Stampex on the Saturday. *
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Harrison and Argentina

Feedback Regarding DS49

….but why Argentina?

Corrections and additions

A regular correspondent sent a scan of an attractive
postal stationery item from Argentina, complete
with its wrapper band.

THE ANDREW RESTALL FELLOWSHIP
A reader advises that the artwork for
the ‘Northern Ireland’ design
showing Duleek Cross is wrong.

While this item is not of direct relevance to the
subject matter of this newsletter, it does bring an
ongoing question back to mind.

The sandstone cross is actually
located in County Meath, which is
in the Republic of Ireland (Southern
Ireland) and is not sited in the North
as Andrew had wrongly supposed.
HARRISON OR DE LA RUE?
The issued stamp from St Vincent was apparently
designed by Harrison and printed by De La Rue.
It transpires that this information is recorded in the
Stanley Gibbons catalogue, but for some reason
your compiler had thought that this detail had been
removed from the catalogue, so did not check. *

There are many, many items of this stamp design in
existence, be it stamps, stationery or proofs, 99.9%
of which relate to the philately of Argentina.

De La Rue Tax Stamp Dummy
Reflecting a changing world…

It is still something of a mystery (to your compiler
at least!) as to why Harrison appear to have been
involved with this specific stamp design back in the
1920s, apparently as part of its NRM Dutch experiments. Does any reader know the background? *
<< The Harrison
Rivadavia
three centavos
printing.

Stamp printers around the world are increasingly
looking to Tax Stamps to help fill their order books,
including De La Rue. The sample below is of
recent origin.
Tax stamp definition: A revenue stamp, tax stamp or
fiscal stamp is a (usually) adhesive label used to
collect taxes or fees on documents, tobacco,
alcoholic drinks, drugs and medicines, playing cards,
hunting licenses, firearm registration, and many
other things. (Courtesy Wikipedia) *

A block of ten
from
presentation
booklet.
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Cartor at Nanjing, 9-11 Sept 2017
Demonstration Post and Go labels produced

A reader kindly advised your compiler of the
existence of dummy Cartor P&G labels from The
China International Collection Expo 2017 (CICE),
held in Nanjing PRC last September.
As part of this event, on 10 September the third
“Philately Cultural Development International
Forum”, co-hosted by China National Philatelic
Corporation and the UPU, was held.
Li Pizheng, deputy general manager of China Post
Group Corporation, attended the forum and made a
speech. Also participating were Mugaddem Olfa,
Philatelic Project Manager of the UPU, Thanawat
Amnajanan, Director of the United Nations Postal
Administration, Cheryl Roy of the Australian Post
Philatelic Department, Chery Roy, Elena Lok,
Senior Philatelic Sales & Administration Manager,
Macau; Lars Daugaard, Chief Strategy Officer,
Novo Fathers Group, Denmark; Bruno Delmer,
Marketing Manager, Cartor Security Printing,
France; Martin Morck, the famous stamp engraver
and artist, Gao Shan, general manager of Stamps
Issuance Department of China Post and Wang
Dongqiu, director of the Printing Regulatory Office
of Stamps Issuance Office of China Post Group.
The theme of this forum was “How Stamp Issuance
and Philatelic Businesses Face Today's Philately
Market Changes” and Ian Brigham of Cartor can be
seen in the scan giving his talk with a backdrop of
one of the Post and Go dummy labels.

Ian Brigham giving his talk…..

Type 1 text: worded ‘Nanjing / 2017 Expo’.

Type 2 text: worded ‘CARTOR / B028-B029’.
Perhaps the coding in label Type Two text could
relate to Expo stand numbers?

Type 3 : with emoji and a couple of what
appear to be meaningless letters.

….and listening to another speaker.
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De La Rue Dummy Exists
in Two Types

Harrison Used the Wrong
Perforator on Timson Dummies

DS reader gets out his UV lamp…..

New discovery offered at £260 and slowly reducing!

The dummy below exists on UV reactive (dark
green ink) and non-reactive (yellow-green ink)
papers. This probably explains the two types of
Jubilee line (thin or thick), as previously noted. *

A Norwegian stamp design was adapted as a dummy
stamp during print trials undertaken at Timson, the
UK press maker, which were then perforated by
Harrison & Sons. Just discovered is a block where

Enschedé Block
Attractive block of eight found……

A rea

^^ Reverse of block.

perforations are the wrong size for the stamps. The
penultimate dummy on row two best illustrates this.
As properly perforated examples by Harrison exist,
it is assumed that the smaller perforation die was
not used as a part of the trial, but that a wrong
perforator was applied to this sheet in error. *
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Oh Dear! Harrison
Essay on Offer Again
Second version found…..

Readers may recall the orange
version of the Harrison Industrial
dummy stamps offered some time
back as an “essay card”.
Now the green version is on offer
at a mighty £120.

“The Wycombe Month”
Nothing to do with dummy stamps

The label shown below was printed by
Harrison pre-WWII (probably). Most
dealers, ignorant of their true purpose,
simply guess and call these photogravure printed items tourism labels,
dummy stamps, or even testing labels.
They are not.

Rubbish and not worth a bean! *

Harrison Waste Offered
There is no doubt as to the source of this NPY disposed material

eBay (where else!) recently had an offer by Rushstamps of a
block of National Productivity Year incomplete stamps from
1962 for £35. It was a superb example of what should never
have reached the philatelic market and was clearly waste. *

Anyone familiar with High Wycombe
as a town will be aware of its historical
connection with the furniture industry.
Well, furniture factories and retailers
in Wycombe opened their doors in the
first week of September to the public
and retailers to help promote sales of
their products, until WWII intervened.
In 1958 there were attempts for the
scheme to be resurrected by “High 172
Wycombe” (possibly this was a Trades
Union?), but it has not been possible to
tell whether the attempt was successful.
If it was, then it is just possible that the
labels date from that period, but they
seem to have an earlier look to them.

The image at top left of the label is the
logo of the old High Wycombe council,
while the central image is that of the
Guildhall, to be found in the town
centre to this day. *
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Cartor and Einstein
Humour in our hobby

Walsall in Lichfield?
Different location spotted on printer imprint

It seems that the adapted iconic image of Einstein
used by Cartor on one of its dummy stamps and
incorporating a dummy stamp on his tongue could
have been the source for a subsequent cartoon and
a postcard from the Czech Republic. *

WSP was always associated
with the town of Walsall
until moving to Wolverhampton.
The stamps alongside bear a
Lichfield location and this is
an aspect of production
worthy of investigating. *

Archer Essay
Too good to be true…

An Archer ‘Prince Consort’
essay was recently seen for
sale in ‘used’ condition.
With a price tag of just £8 it
has to be a modern repro, or
the bargain of the century
was missed! *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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